
assembly and 
TRAINING ROOMS

WORK SPACES

For teams that engage in 
COLLABORATION and LEARNING



maximize employee  
INTERACTION
Successful training environments hinge on having all participants in 
the room being part of the action . . . learning, interacting, and 
collaborating in ways that enrich them as individuals and support 
your organization’s goals. To encourage such engagement, the space 
needs to be set up to capture the mode of active idea sharing. This 
means having chairs and tables configured in a way that includes 
everyone and gives them the space to feel comfortable enough to 
focus on the learning and collaboration taking place.





PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global Terina, Global Roma, ezoBord Geo Cloud







KNOW YOUR 
AUDIENCE
There are a number of design 
solutions to fit the particular 
training needs of a company. To 
maximize participation, consider 
the space available and the size 
of your audience.

The common “classroom” layout has 
its advantages if the participants will 
be doing individual work or will work 
in pairs. This arrangement places 
training tables in rows with partic-
ipants side by side and facing the 
presenter. Nesting tables allow you 
to change and rearrange the number 
of tables and their configurations to 
accommodate changing audience 
sizes and interactive needs. Simply 
fold, nest, and store any tables not 
needed.



PRODUCTS SHOWN

Global Duet, Global Drift, Global Swap, MooreCo MediaSpace 
Flat Panel Cart, Magnuson Group SOTARE







what are the 
OPTICS?

PRODUCTS SHOWN
Global 2Gether, Global Stream, Claridge 
MIX Contemporary Mobile

Having the right kind of visual display 
ensures everyone can see presentation 
materials and can engage and learn 
from the training content. An inter-
active display has the added benefit of 
encouraging collaborative learning. 
You can further enhance collaboration 
by adding video conferencing and 
content-sharing capabilities that 
support participants’ bringing their 
own devices.

Visual communication is key in 
impactful learning. Ensure your 
technology can support it.



Modular components on casters allow for the most flexibility and quick and 
easy set-ups. Teams can reconfigure spaces to meet their needs in the moment 
with easy-to-move furniture that nests or stacks for quick storage. Locking 
caster options allow furniture to stay put once placed. Complementary 
storage options allow materials to be organized and readily available for 
participant use.

YOU’RE ON A ROLL
(literally!)





PRODUCTS SHOWN

RightAngle Delta, RightAngle Alpha, RightAngle Arriba







If your training needs require lengthy 
time frames in one seat, you’ll need to 
provide ergonomically designed seating 
with superior comfort and supportive 
foam cushioning. Height adjustment 
features and swivel ability will further 
enhance comfortability for users of all 
shapes and sizes. In addition to the 
seating concerns, equip your space with 
flexible lighting to dim and illuminate as 
related to the technology you’ll be using. 
Natural light can be great from external 
windows, but make sure glare is 
minimized as needed with the addition 
of functional blinds or other window 
coverings. 

give comfort some 
CONSIDERATION



PRODUCTS SHOWN
Trendway Training Tables, Trendway Zego, 
Trendway Parley





PRODUCTS SHOWN 
Safco Sync, Safco Valore, Safco Scoot, 
Claridge MIX Industrial

LECTERNS 

Create a functional space 
for presenters/instructors.

ACCESSORIZE



VISUAL BOARDS 

For ease of capturing ideas.



other bright 
IDEAS

Complete the space 
with thoughtful 
design details and 
environmental 
improvements like 
sound-masking and air 
purification to further 
enhance productivity 
and well-being.



Contact us for more information about our:
• Return-to-work resources
• Art and biophilic design programs
• Sound-masking and acoustic panel installation
• Air purification systems

Full-service art consulta-
tion is available, as well as 
custom and branded art.

Acoustic panels reflect the 
design of the workspace 
while removing echo noise.

Professional-grade air      
purifiers eliminate the 
spread of germs and viruses.






